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200 SELF REVIEW POLICY 

The performance of the board is measured by the outcomes from; 
● The annual report 

● The triennial review programme 

● The Education Review Office (ERO) report 

● Self Review Processes used by Stratford Primary School include Strategic, Regular and 
Emergent Self Review Processes.  

STRATEGIC SELF REVIEW: 
Strategic evaluations focus on activities related to the vision, values, goals and targets of the school 
community. They aim to find out to what extent the vision is being realised, goals and targets 
achieved, and progress made. For boards of trustees and leaders strategic evaluations are a means of 
answering such key questions as:  

● To what extent are all our learners experiencing success?  
● To what extent are improvement initiatives making a difference for all learners?  
● How can we do better?  
● Note: Because strategic evaluations delve into matters that affect the school as a whole, and 

the wider community, they need to be in-depth and they take time. 

Strategic Evaluation Framework For Accelerating Priority Learners: 
To what extent do the board’s processes contribute to improved outcomes for learners, particularly 
for priority learners? 

Review: What does the board know about the achievement of students in their school? What is the 
usefulness of the information they receive? 

Plan: How has the board used the information they receive to set targets, develop strategic and 
annual plans, allocate resources, and develop principal performance agreements? 

Monitor: How has the board monitored their progress towards achieving targets for priority 
learners? Ongoing reporting of achievement data for board monitoring, principal appraisal. 

Review: What does the board know about the impact of their decisions on accelerating the progress 
of these learners? 

REGULAR EVALUATION: 
Regular (planned) evaluations are business-as-usual evaluations or inquiries, where boards of 
trustees, leaders and teachers (and, where appropriate, students) gather data, monitor progress 
towards goals, and assess the effectiveness of programmes or interventions.  

They ask:  
● To what extent do our policies and practices promote the learning and wellbeing of all 

students?  
● How fully have we implemented the policies we have put in place to improve outcomes for 

all learners?  
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● How effective are our strategies for accelerating the progress of target learners? 
● Note: Business-as-usual evaluations vary in scope and depth and feed back into the school's 

strategic and annual plans. 
 

Regular Evaluation Framework for Accelerating Priority Learners: 

SCHOOL LEADERS QUESTIONS: 
To what extent are leaders’ processes and practices accelerating the progress of priority learners? 

Review: What processes are leaders using to determine which groups of students and which 
learning areas should be targeted? Assessment processes, target setting – teachers’ and trustees’ 
involvement. Do targets and processes focus on the students whose progress needs to be accelerated 
most? 

Plan: How are leaders extending teachers’ capability to accelerate the progress of the identified 
priority learners? Setting teaching expectations, identifying and responding to PLD needs. 

Implement: How are leaders identifying and monitoring the implementation of agreed strategies? 
Teacher appraisal, reporting in relation to SPS School Milestones and targets, moderation 
processes. 

Report: How are school leaders helping the school’s community to understand and contribute to the 
actions in place for priority learners? Promulgation of targets, working in partnership with 
communities to support learners. 

Review: What does the leader know about the impact of the strategies in place to accelerate the 
progress of priority learners? Reporting progress, monitoring, self review, making changes where 
necessary, outcomes against targets. 
 

TEACHERS QUESTIONS: 
To what extent are teachers focused on accelerating the progress of priority learners? 

Review: What process do teachers use to identify and monitor the progress of the priority learners? 
Are teachers focused on the students that need to make the most progress? Are there any key groups                  
who are not included in the targets? Are teachers focused on the groups of students, for whom the                  
board has set targets for? If not, why not? 

Plan: How are teachers involved in developing, or made aware of, strategies they should use to 
accelerate progress in relation to the target? What PLD have teachers had to support them to 
accelerate the progress of priority learners in their class? 

Implement: What do leaders know about how well teachers are implementing any agreed strategies?              
Appraisal, moderation, reporting. How have teachers involved priority learners in understanding           
what they need to do to accelerate their progress? Goal setting, monitoring in relation to SPS School                 
Milestones. How have teachers involved parents/whānau in supporting their children to progress?            
Reporting, learning partnerships. 

Review: What do teachers know about how their interventions or strategies are making a difference 
for priority learners? 
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OVERALL 
How effective is this school in accelerating the progress of priority learners in relation to the SPS 
School Milestones.  

How relevant are this school’s targets for accelerating the progress of priority learners? 

How are trustees, leaders, teachers working together to accelerate the progress of these students? 

How have these students progressed? 

What do trustees, leaders and teachers know about the extent to which these students’ progress has 
been accelerated? 
 

Emergent evaluation: 
Emergent (or spontaneous) evaluations are a response to an unforeseen event or an issue picked up 
by routine scanning or monitoring.  
Possible focus questions include:  

● What is happening?  
● Who for?  
● Is this okay?  
● Should we be concerned?  
● Why?  
● Do we need to take a closer look?  
● Emergent evaluations arise out of high levels of awareness about what is happening for 

learners. 

Sources: 
● https://www.ero.govt.nz/publications/effective-school-evaluation/engaging-in-effective-inter

nal-evaluation/ 
● https://www.ero.govt.nz/publications/accelerating-the-progress-of-priority-learners-in-prima

ry-schools/appendix-2-a-framework-for-self-review/#self-review-framework 

 
Review schedule: Triennially Reviewed: 25 May 2020 
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